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Measuring the performance of an agricultural tractor 
can be a complicated task. The flow rate of the fuel, cont-
rolled by the throttle and governor, is constantly changing. 
The force required to pull an implement through the soil 
also changes constantly--in direction as well as magnitude. 
Different soil conditions cause different rolling resis-
tances as do sloped soil surfaces. In many instances, the 
environment of the tractor is extremely harsh, caused by 
bumps, jolts, dust, and heat. All of these are considera-
tions when attempting to measure tractor performance. 
An instrument many researchers are using to help 
achieve this performance measurement is the microcomputer. 
John Deere Harvester Works has done extensive research in 
this area (1). Many universities also use microcomputers to 
measure tractor performance. For example, Clemson, Auburn, 
and the University of Tennessee have built microcomputer 
based tractor performance instruments (2) (3) (4). 
The Agricultural Engineering Department at Oklahoma 
State University also uses a microcomputer to help measure 
tractor performance (5). The building of the original micro-
computer data acquisition system began in the fall of 1979. 
At that time, the Agricultural Engineering Department 
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arranged an agreement with the Electrical Engineering 
Department to develop a data acquisition system based on an 
Intel 8010 microcomputer. The system was to record data on 
cassette tape so it could be transferred to the University 
Computer, an IBM 370. Since the Electrical Engineering 
Department fell behind schedule, the Agricultural Engineer-
ing Department decided to develop their own tractor perform-
ance monitor. This system, a simpler version than the one 
intended by Electrical Engineering, was developed within 
about 3 months. 
The Agricultural Engineering Department's tractor per-
formance monitor uses an Aim 65 microcomputer to measure 5 
frequencies: fuel flow, pull, ground speed, wheel speed, and 
drawbar pull. Pull is measured using strain guages, the out-
put voltage being converted to a frequency which the Aim 65 
measures. The engine rpm measurement uses a magnet attached 
to the engine crankshaft. The magnet passe~ a Hall Effect 
switch to generate a 5 volt frequency. The remaining three 
transducers use rotary shaft encoders. 
The Aim 65 measures each of the 5 variables in 
sequence, prints the results on paper tape, and repeats this 
10 times. Then the data, in hexadecimal format, is recorded 
on cassette tape. These 50 numbers, 10 replications of 5 
numbers, are hereinafter referred to as an experimental 
unit. 
By recording the experimental unit on cassette tape, 
the data can be more quickly analyzed. If the data were only 
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available on paper, the experimenter would have to type the 
data into the computer in order to use the computer to help 
analyze the data. Typing the data is time consuming, and 
human error is introduced. By recording the data on cassette 
tape, it can be quickly transferred to another computer for 
analysis. 
As the microcomputer data acquisition system creates 
large quantities of data, there are advantages to organizing 
the data so any part of it can be quickly accessed by a com-
puter at a later time. For example, if all the data on mold-
board plows used in June of 1981 were required, without a 
computerized data management system, the researcher must 
search by hand, or write a customized program to search 
through the data. As the size of the database increases, the 
time saved by having the computer system to perform the 
search will become more important. Thus, for every microcom-
puter based data acquisition system designed to acquire 
large amounts of data, there should be a complimentary data-
base management system to accommodate the data. The scope of 
this thesis is to provide such a database management system 
for the previously described microcomputer based tractor 
performance data acquisition system. 
CHAPTER II 
OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this thesis is to develop computer 
software to perform managerial operations on data recorded 
on cassette tape by a microcomputer based tractor perform-
ance monitor. The managerial operations include the ability 
to do the following: 
1. Read the data from cassette and allow user ver-
ification. 
2. Catalog the data and record it on cartridge 
tape. 
3. Edit any part of the data recorded on cartridge 
tape. 
4. Transfer all or selected parts of the data from 





The invention of the transistor around 1950 was the 
begining of the modern computer oriented society. The tran-
sistor reduced the amount of space required per unit of 
information stored by the computer by many orders of magni-
tude. As a consequence, one of the principal uses of comput-
ers today is for information storage and retrieval. In fact, 
there is an entire area of computer science devoted to 
improving techniques of storage and retrieval called Data-
base Management. Many organizations have large main-frame 
computers which handle millions of bytes of information via 
software programs called Database Management Systems or 
DBMS. 
An example of an organization currently using a DBMS is 
the National Institutes of Health (6). Within the NIH, the 
Division of Computer Research And Technology maintains and 
operates a central computing facility which serves over 
8,000 users. One of the DBMS applications is a material man-
agement system for purchasing, inventory, and related func-
tions. Another DBMS keeps information on the several thou-
sand users, students in training courses, and the hundreds 
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of terminals rented by users. 
The Social Security Administration has a DBMS capable 
of handling an enormous amount of information. One database 
contains records of individuals on the Retirement and Survi-
vor's Insurance Program (6). This database contains 33 bil-
lion bytes, which constitutes 35 million records. Likewise, 
another database keeps track of individuals on the Supple-
mental Security Income Program. This database handles 7 bil-
lion bytes, or 5 million records (6). 
Within the USDA, the Food Safety And Quality Service 
uses a DBMS to store mailing label information used to mail 
USDA regulations and circulars. This database contains about 
16 megabytes and has been estimated to save several thousand 
dollars a year on return mail. The Food Safety and Quality 
Service also maintains a chemical compounds and packaging 
database that keeps track of approved chemicals near food 
producers. The 16 megabyte database is updated daily--during 
a typical month about a thousand times. 
The U.S. Geological Survey uses a DBMS for its Ground 
Water Site Inventory System (6). The System consists of 
approximately 760,000 records and requires 500 megabytes of 
disk storage. USGS state field off ices interactively update 
the database via telecommunications about 50,000 times a 
week. During the next 5 years, the USGS plans to convert to 
a new DBMS which would employ minicomputers in the state 
offices to process some of the data before transmitting it 
to the Washington D.C. office. 
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Although most DBMS are used on large mainframe 
computers, the relatively recent availability of low cost 
processing in the form of minicomputers and microcomputers 
has created a new trend--the distributed DBMS. In the dis-
tributed DBMS, each user can have a local processor which 
can communicate with other local processors. In addition, 
the local processors can communicate with a main processor. 
As an example, consider Figure 1 which depicts the distrib-
uted database used by the Bank of America in California (7). 
Processors are spread throughout California. If a processor 
receives a transaction of an account located in another pro-
cessor's database, the transaction is forwarded to that 
database without involving the main processor. The main pro-
cessor is then sent a record of all processing. 
Types of Database Management Systems 
There are three basic types of DBMS: hierarchical, net-
work, and relational. 
A hierarchical DBMS might be used by a university to 
keep track of enrollment. This DBMS is depicted in Figure 2 
(8). As the name implies, the database consists of a hier-
archy of names, each name being composed of one or more sub-
names. In this case, the highest ordered name is course. 
Course consists of the course number, title, description, 
list of prerequisites, and a list of course offerings. Each 
prerequisite is made of a course number and title. Each 
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Figure 2. Hierarchical Database 
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Each teacher and student is then divided into a number and 
name, with the addition of a grade for the student. Thus, in 
a hierarchical database, the same record type may not appear 
above and below itself. In addition, every record type can 
have at the most, one immediate parent. Although this data-
base appears to be designed primarily for enrollment, it 
could also be accessed by a program to calculate student 
grade point averages. 
Related to the hierarchical database is the network 
database, demonstrated in Figure 3 (8). In this example, the 
external or highest order name is the system, which consists 
of a single E table which in turn consists of an employee 
number, name, salary, taxes and E-Link table. Within the E 
table, the same structure is repeated. Thus, in a network 
database all the records are of the same type. The semantics 
of this example is that supervisors are represented by rows 
and those they supervise are in the E table embedded in the 
link table component of their row. 
An example of a relational database is shown in Figure 
4 (8). The relational database is a collection of separate 
data structures which are combined, or related by another 
data structure. The structure named SP relates the struc-
ture S and the structure P. So, if saleman Smith sells 400 
blue screws manufactured in Rome, only a single row of SP is 
required to record this transaction, na~ely the row where 
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Figure 3. A Network Database 
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Figure 4. A Relational Database 
Database Management Systems For 
Microcomputers 
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Within the past few years, microcomputers and microcom-
puter storage d~vices have been drastically reduced in 
price. As a consequence, more people are using microcomput-
ers for database management processing. Since it would be an 
excessively long task to report on all the DBMS for micro-
computers, 2 of the more popular microcomputers, the Apple 
and the TRS-80, will be used in a discussion of DBMS for 
microcomputers. 
The Apple computer uses a pseudo-hierarchical DBMS 
called DB Master (9). Each database is a single file. Each 
file consists of records which use the same form. In other 
words, the forms within each record are similar (asks the 
same questions). The form consists of information called 
fields, a screen full of information being called a page. 
There are 7 different types of fields in DB Master. Of 
these, 5 are numeric and 2 are character. The numeric 
fields have the following ranges: l) 0-255, 2) +/- 32767 3) 
+/- 999,999,999. One numeric field handles only dollars and 
cents, another is called a computed field, being some alge-
braic manipulation of the other numeric fields. Of the 2 
character fields, one can store up to 30 characters, the 
other handles only the 'Y' or 'N' characters. By specializ-
ing the purpose of these fields, DB Master is able to more 
efficiently manipulate and store information. If the system 
were truly hierarchical, a record of one file would be able 
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to access information within a record of another file. Such 
intraf ile access is too complex for most microcomputer soft-
ware at present--something that will be overcome in the not 
too distant future. In any event, a record can have up to 10 
fields (or 35 bytes, whichever comes first) to be defined as 
key fields. The key fields are used to recall data. The user 
can perform different searches based on how the key fields 
are defined. Fields can be defined four different ways. 
First, a range of values for a particular field can be 
defined. In addition, all of the relational operators (less 
than, greater than, etc.) can be used to define a search for 
particular data. Also, 2 or more different key fields can be 
combined in a logical 'and' or logical 'or'. Finally, each 
field can search for a wild card character. For example, if 
a search is to be performed for a particular value of a 
field but the spelling of that value is not certain, then a 
wildcard search character can be placed in the position of 
the uncertain letter. The number of records per file depends 
on the record length, the number of fields per record, and 
the number of key fields. At most, the DB Master could con-
tain 387,045 records per file, 
per file. 
at least, about 76 records 
The TRS-BO's DBMS is similar to DB Master and is called 
Profile (10). Profile create? 4 files which are called seg-
ments of a single database name. Each segment can contain up 
to 36 fields, where the segment must not exceed 255 charac-
ters in total. Profile distinguishes between different field 
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types for correct keyboard entry. Basically, there are about 
5 different fields: alphanumeric, numeric, dollar-cent 
numeric, computed, and date. The computed field is defined 
as some algebraic manipulation of other numeric fields. Pro-
file actually has many other field types, but they are all 
variations of the groups mentioned. Profile can perform all 
of the searches described for DB Master. The key fields are 
within segment 1. 
To summarize, most of the 
related to a hierarchical type 
DBMS for microcomputers are 
DBMS. Information is stored 
in fields and usually catagorized to one or two levels. Some 
of the fields are defined to be special sort fields which 
are used to generate a particular subset of the database. 
All of the relational operators can be used to define an 




The Aim 65 microcomputer is manufactured by Rockwell as 
a general purpose microcomputer based on the 6502 micropro-
cessor (see Figure 5). The Aim's purpose in the data man-
agement system is. to read data from cassette tape and send 
it to the Tektronix 4052. To do this, the TTY interface on 
the Aim was altered to function as a RS-232 interface. 
One of the functions in the Aim's monitor is the execu-
tion of machine language code begining with location BODO 
whenever the '5' key is depressed. By locating a program at 
BODO on the Aim, another computer need only send a '5' char-
acter to start the program. 
Tektronix 4052 
The Tektronix (Tek) 4052 microcomputer (see Figure 6) 
is capable of executing a graphics version of BASIC program-
ming language. The 4052 uses 2 Motorola 6800 processors, one 
to handle I/O and one to handle instructions. The 4052 has 
both a general purpose interface bus (GPIB) and an RS-232 
interface. 
The 4052 is the center of the data management system. 
16 
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Figure 5. Aim 65 Microcomputer 
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Figure 6. Textronix 4052 
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In fact, the programs which perform most of the functions of 
the system operate on the 4052. In addition, the data is 
stored on 4052 cartridge tapes. The 4052 can also serve as a 
graphics terminal, accepting graphics commands from the Uni-
versity Computer or a BASIC language program. 
The screen is a long life phosphorous tube which auto-
matically dims after 90 seconds of keyboard inactivity. 
There are 150 horizontal and 100 vertical graphics positons 
on the screen. 
There are 54K bytes of RAM available for user programs 
on the 4052. To store data, the 4052 uses magnetic tape 
cartridges capable of recording approximately 300 kilobytes. 
String variables can have only one dimension, with 26 possi-
ble names (A$-Z$). There are 260 numeric variable names 
capable of multi-dimensioning (AO-A9,BO-B9,etc.). The 4052 
has an input buffer which.can accept up to 255 characters 
independent of the execution of a BASIC program. This f ea-
ture is used to allow the Aim to transfer an experimental 
unit at the same time the user is recording the previous 
experimental unit. 
Tektronix 4662 
The 4662 digital plotter (see Figure 7) is capable of 
plotting graphs generated with the BASIC graphics commands 
or graphics commands sent by the University Computer. The 
4662 has both a GPIB and a RS-232 interface. The plotter 
has an internal buffer capable of storing graphics commands. 
20 
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Figure 7. Tektronix 4662 
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Texas Instruments 8010 Printer 
The 8010 printer (see Figure 8) is a dot matrix printer 
used to obtain a printed copy of a dataset stored on the 
4052's cartridge tapes. 
General Operation 
The data management system is composed of 3 programs 
which operate on the 4052: The Aim to Tek program, The Edi-
tor, and The Tek to IBM program. Each of these programs make 
use of the user definable keys located in the upper left 
hand corner of the keyboard (see Figure 9). When a user 
definable key is pressed, it causes the 4052 to begin exe-
cuting at a unique line number for each key. The keys act 
like an interrupt, returning the 4052 to the previous state 
of execution when the key routine encounters a return state-
ment. 
The Aim to Tek program has 7 functions which allow 
experimental units to be transferred from cassette tape to 
4052's cartridge tape while adding descriptive information 
to the experimental units. A complete listing of the Aim to 
Tek program is found in Appendix A. The 7 functions corre-
spond to the 7 user definable keys which are indentif ied by 
a template laid over the keys (see Figure 10). Descriptive 
information which is automatically added by the 4052 to each 
experimental unit is called a file parameter. Two keys 
allow the operator to add or delete file parameters. A block 
parameter is descriptive information which is added by the 
22 
Figure 8. Texas Instruments Printer 
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Figure 9. User Definable Keys 
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user to the experimental unit currently in memory. As with 
file parameters, two keys allow the user to add or delete 
block parameters. By far the most complex function of the 
Aim to Tek program is the fetch routine. When the fetch key 
is pressed, the 4052 waits for the input buffer to be filled 
with an experimental unit. When an experimental unit is 
received, the 4052 transfers the contents of the input 
buffer into RAM and then 'tells' the Aim to send the next 
experimental unit. While the Aim is busy doing this, the 
4052 converts the newly received experimental unit from 
ASCII characters representing hexadecimal data to numeric 
decimal data. After applying calibration constants to obtain 
numbers in engineering units, the experimental unit is con-
verted back to ASCII characters representing decimal data. 
The last operation is the addition of any previously defined 
file parameters. The display function prints on the screen 
the experimental unit currently in memory along with any 
parameter information. The store function records the exper-
imental unit in memory on magnetic tape. 
The Editor program has 16 functions which allow the 
ASCII data files to be altered and interactively transferred 
to or from the host computer, an IBM 370. A complete listing 
of the Editor program is found in Appendix B. The Editor can 
operate on any ASCII data file less than 45 kilobytes and 
with a maximum of 132 char~cter records separated by a car-
riage return. Thus, it can be used for text and programs, as 
well as experimental data recorded by the Aim to Tek pro-
26 
gram. As with the Aim to Tek program, a template is placed 
over the user definable keys which defines each of the 16 
functions (see Figure 11). The recall key inputs an ASCII 
data file from memory while the store key performs the com-
plimentary function. All the data is contained within one 
character string dimensioned to 45000. Within this string, 
begining and ending positions identify the current line 
(maximum length of 132 characters). Moreover, all of the 
editing functions are line oriented. The line key prints the 
current line, the line up key defines the current line to be 
the previous line and prints it, and the line down key is 
similar to the line up key only in the opposite direction. 
Likewise, there are 3 page keys which work the same way, a 
page being 20 lines. A special page key, page 1, defines 
the current line to be the first line of text and then 
prints 20 lines from there. The delete key erases the cur-
rent line from text, while the insert key allows lines to be 
inserted just prior to the current line of text. The add key 
concatenates lines to the end of text. To alter characters 
within a line, the find/replace key can be used. The print 
file key will generate a printed copy of a file on the 
printer. The send and receive keys allow the user to trans-
fer files to or from the host computer connected to port 40. 
At present, these keys are set to operate on TSO with an IBM 
370 as the host. 
The Tek to IBM program has 11 functions which allow the 
operator to display, print, or transfer (to the IBM 370) a 

















selectable subset of one or more experimental data files. A 
complete listing of the Tek to IBM program is found in 
Appendix G. As with the other 2 programs, a template is 
used to a~sociate the user definable keys with the 11 func-
tions (see Figure 12). Each of the 5 keys: pull, speed, 
fuel, slip, and rpm can be used to prevent a particular 
variable from being transferred or to set a particular range 
on a variable to be transferred. For example, pressing the 
pull key for the first time will cause the computer to 
respond with a message indicating pull will not be transfer-
red. If the pull key is pressed again, the computer will ask 
for minimum and maximum values acceptable for pull. Each of 
the 5 variables has a key which toggles between these two 
functions. In addition, the add search parameter and the 
delete search parameter keys can be used to identify partic-
ular descriptive information associated with the data to be 
transferred. For example, if only data obtained from a field 
cultivator is desired, then the search parameter information 
should be 'field cultivator' (or whatever characters have 
been used to identify field cultivator). 
The display search parameter key prints on the screen 
both the variables to be transferred and the parameter 
information to be used in the search. After identifying the 
information on which the search is to be based, the actual 
search begins when the search print, search display, or 
search transfer keys are depressed. The only difference in 
these 3 keys is where the output is sent. The search print 
TITLE TEK TO I BM TA,'i: # FILE# 
12 13 14 
SEARCH SEARCH 
PRINT DISPLAY 
Figure 12. Tek to IBM Template 
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displays the output on the line printer, the search display 
prints the output on the screen and the search transfer 
prints the output over port 40 to the host computer. 
CHAPTER V 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Aim to Tektronix 
Add File Parameters (8030-8110) 
The add file parameter routine concatenates (see Figure 
13) keyed-in character information onto the file parameter 
string, P$. The file parameters are automatically added as 
block parameters during the fetch routine. The first two 
lines (lines 8030-8040) allow the user to enter the file 
parameters. If a null string is entered, the routine ends 
(line 8045). If characters are entered, the program conca-
tenates a space in order to visually separate the parameters 
(line 8050). The proposed concatenation is examined to see 
if the new line will fit within 72 characters (line 8060). 
Within any line, the first 30 characters hold the decimal 
data so the maximum length of P$ is 42. But the operator 
should beware that using 42 characters for file parameters 
leaves none for block parameters. If the file parameter 
will be too long, the user is notified (line 8100) and the 
routine ends (line 8110). If the additional file parameter 
(stored in A$) will fit, it is concatenated onto P$ (line 
8070), and the routine ends (line 8090). 
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Add Block Parameters (5000-5150) 
The add block parameter routine concatenates keyed-in 
character information onto the end of each line in the deci-
mal data array, D$ (see Figure 14). The first 4 lines are 
similar to the begining of the add file parameter routine. 
Then the decimal data array, D$, is searched from the first 
character position (line 5070) to the first carriage return 
(line 5080). Assuming there is room for the concatenation 
(line 5090), the keyed-in information is inserted just 
before the carriage return, and the position to begin the 
search is redefined for the next line (line 5110). This 
procedure is repeated for all ten lines of D$ (line 5120). 
When the starting position, X, exceeds the length of D$, the 
routine ends by jumping to the display block routine (line 
6120). 
Delete File Parameters (7030-7080) 
The delete file parameter routine removes file parame-
ters from the file parameter string, P$. The first 2 lines 
allow the user to enter the character string to be deleted. 
The third line determines if these characters exist within 
the file parameter string. If they don't, the routine ends 
by displaying the unchanged file parameters (line 7060). 
Otherwise, the file parameter and the space which follow it 
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Delete Block Parameters (6030-6120) 
The delete block parameter routine allows the user to 
remove block parameters, including previous file parameters 
that may have been automatically added (see Figure 15). 
Additional steps are required to ensure only file parameter 
and block parameter characters are altered. After the user 
enters the characters to be deleted (lines 6030-6040), the 
number of characters in the first line of D$ is determined 
(line 6050). Then the first line of D$ is searched begining 
with the 31 st character position since the first 30 charac-
ters hold the decimal data (line 6060). If these characters 
are not found, thert the deletion is not performed (line 
6070). If they are found, the deletion is performed over all 
ten lines of D$ (lines 60B0-6110). The routine ends by 
jumping to the display block routine (line 6120). 
Display Block (3040-3070) 
The display block routine (see Figure 16) clears the 
screen (line 3040), prints column headings (line 3-050), and 
prints the decimal data 
information (line 3060). 
array along with any parameter 
The maximum length of the decimal 
data array is 720, in which case there would be 10 lines of 
72 characters. By default, the 4052 automatically issues a 
line feed whenever a carriage return is printed on the 
screen. 
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Store Block (4030-4170) 
The store block routine records the decimal data array, 
D$, on magnetic tape (see Figure 17). The first line (line 
4030) checks the value of T9, which indicates if the block 
to be recorded is the first block of the file. If it is, 
the user is given the chance to locate a particular file 
(lines 4040-4070). If T9 is not zero, then the user is 
asked if this will be the last block recorded (line 4080). 
In any event, the block is recorded. If it's the last 
block, the end of file character (EOF) is also recorded 
(line 4120), and the program re-initializes (line 4120). 
Fetch (2000-2960} 
The fetch routine inputs an ASCII character string 
transferred by the AIM 65 microcomputer (B$), and mathemati-
cally manipulates it into another ASCII character string 
called the decimal data array (D$) (see Figure 18). First, 
the 2 strings B$ and D$ are cleared. If this is the first 
block being fetched (indicated by 59) since the program was 
initialized (line 2050), the internal input buff er is 
cleared (line 2090), and the Aim 65 program is activated 
(line 2100). Clearing the input buffer enables the 4052 to 
accept up to 255 characters previous to, and during any sub-
sequent input operations. If it's not the first fetch, the 
routine jumps straight to a dwell where the 4052 waits for 
the input buffer to be filled by the Aim (lines 2110,2120). 
In most cases, the 4052 discovers the input buffer is 
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Figure 17. Flowchart of Store Routine 
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Figure 18. Flowchart of Fetch Routine 
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already full. This is because the last fetch reactivated the 
Aim 65 program after storing the contents of the last input 
buffer in the string variable, B$. If the Aim 65 was sue-
cessful in reading the cassette and transferring the data, 
the input buffer will have 234 characters in it. These char-
acters correspond to 117 bytes in the Aim 65 microcomputer 
(see Figure 19). If the Aim was not successful, the hex 
string, B$, is cleared and the routine ends (lines 
2180-2210). Assuming a valid hexadecimal string has been 
accepted and stored in B$ (line 2160), the program reacti-
vates the Aim program (line 2240). So while the 4052 is busy 
executing the rest of the fetch routine, the Aim will be 
transferring the next experimental unit to the 4052's input 
buffer. Some of the locations in B$ have numbers stored in 
low-high byte order and thus need interchanging (lines 
2280,2290). The actual conversion is performed by a subrou-
tine (line 2310). Lines 2270 through 2340 convert quantities 
corresponding to pull, T(l-10), fuel flow, T(ll-20), rpm, 
T(21-30), ground speed, T(31-40), and wheel speed, T(41-50). 
Lines 2350-2400 convert the calibration constants, T(51-58), 
which are already in high-low byte order and thus do not 
need interchanging. One calibration constant, 
requires 3 bytes (lines 2410-2430). 
T(58), 
The next section, (lines 2550-2690) performs the mathe-
matical operations to generate numbers with appropriate 
engineering units. Should a divide by zero occur, a subrou-
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Figure 19. Memory Map of Aim 65 Data 
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normal execution continues. Wheel and ground speed values 
are combined to generate percent wheel slip, which redefines 
wheel speed (line 2650,2660). The integer function is used 
throughout this section to eliminate insignificant digits 
(the integer function does not round off, simply truncates). 
The next group of lines (lines 2810-2930) converts numbers 
in array T into a string array, D$, which when displayed, is 
a 10 by 5 matrix with the 5 variables, pull, speed, fuel, 
slip, and rpm as columns. Within each observation, each 
variable is converted into a string {line 2850), and then 
buffered with spaces until the string has 6 characters 
{lines 2860-2880). This improves the appearance of the 
data. The 6 characters are then concatenated onto the end 
of A$ and the process repeats for the next number within the 
observation {lines 2890- 2900). When all 5 numbers have been 
added to A$, A$ is concatenated onto D$, the decimal data 
array. Since this is the end of a line, a carriage return is 
also concatenated {line 2920). The routine then repeats 
this procedure on the next 5 variables, which will make up 
the second line of D$ {line 2930). When D$ is complete, con-
taining 10 lines with 30 characters per line, the fetch rou-
tine jumps to the add block parameter routine where the pre-
viously defined file parameters, P$, are added to the end of 
each line of D$. (lines 2950,2960). 
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Aim 65 Program (BOOO-B047) 
The program on the Aim microcomputer reads an experi-
mental unit from cassette and transfers it over an RS-232 
cable to the 4052 (see Figure 20). A complete listing of 
the Aim 65 program is given in Appendix D. The first 4 
lines of the program ~ef ine the input device to be cassette 
tape number one. The first two lines identify the cassette 
tape, the next two identify tape number one. Then, the next 
6 lines (lines BOOA-B018) set the filename of the file to be 
read from cassette to 'AAAAA'. This filename is used by a 
similar program which records the data. The subroutine call 
to EDEA (line BOlB) waits for 5 consecutive synchronization 
characters which readies the Aim for tape input. Then the 
first block is read from tape and stored in the input buffer 
(line BOlE). The next 6 lines (lines B021-B02B) use the X 
index to transfer the contents of the input buffer to page 
zero. The input buffer can hold a maximum of 80 bytes, but 
one experimental unit is 117 bytes (see Figure 19). So when 
the first input buffer is emptied, the Aim automatically 
reloads the buffer with the next 80 bytes from tape. When 
the entire experimental unit is in page zero, the X index is 
used again in a similar manner to transfer the data to the 
4052's input buffer (lines B02D-B037). To do this, a subrou-
tine (JSR EA46) converts a byte in the accumulator to 2 
ASCII characters (MSB first) and prints them on the output 
device (to the 4052). Thus, there are 234 characters which 
represent 117 bytes. Locations from 0064 to 006F are not 
SET CASSETTE TAPE 1 
FOR INPUT 
WAIT FOR SYN QiARACTERS 
READ DATA FROt1 CASSETTE 
INTO l1EHORY PAGE ZERO 
TRANSFER DATA IN t1EHORY 
PASE ZERO TO TOO'RONIX 
GOTO AD1 65 HONITOR 
Figure 20. Flowchart of Aim 65 Program 
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part of the data so they are skipped (lines B039- B043). The 
program ends by jumping to the monitor (line B046). 
Hex to Decimal Subroutine (150-280) 
This subroutine converts a hexadecimal character 
string, H$, to a decimal numeric variable, D. X2 is a vari-
able which indicates digit significance. Xl indicates a 
position in the H$. Initially, the subroutine starts at the 
least significant digit, in which case Xl equals the number 
of characters in H$ and X2 equals zero (line 160,170). Line 
190 defines X to be the ASCII code number of a character in 
H$. The ASC function is used rather than the VAL function 
because the VAL would return a zero for the characters 
A,B,C,D,E, and F. Line 200 terminates the routine if an 
illegal hex digit is encountered. Line 210 subtracts 48 from 
X if the character is 0-9, which generates the corresponding 
decimal values 0-9. If the character is A-F, 55 is sub-
tracted, which also gives the corresponding decimal value. 
For example, the ASC("F")=70, 70-55=15, which is the decimal 
equivalent of the hexadecimal digit F. In addition, the 
ASC("9")=57, 57-48= 9. 
Activate Aim (360-400) 
The Activate Aim subroutine starts a program stored at 
BODO on the Aim, then clears the input buffer. A '5' 
received by the Aim monitor 
begin at location BODO. The 
program causes execution to 
delay (line 370) allows time 
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for the Aim to echo back the "5", so it can be erased from 
the input buffer (line 380). 59 is set to 1 indicating the 
first block has been fetched. 
Size Interrupt (320-340) 
This subroutine handles a divide by zero error gener-
ated by the mathmatical operations of the fetch routine. The 
quantity being solved for when the error occurred is set to 
9999 (line 320) and the subroutine ends (line 340). 
Editor 
Print Page (100-230) 
The print page routine (see Figure 21) displays 20 
lines of text, starting with the current line. First, the 
screen is cleared and the cursor is positioned in the upper 
left hand corner of the screen (line 100). Then a line 
counter, I, is initialized (line 110) and the starting posi-
tion of the current line is saved (line 112). If the cur-
rent line is the last line of the text or the line counter 
has reached 20, the print page routine ends (lines 180-230). 
Otherwise, the current line, L$, is defined, based on the 
starting and ending character positions, C and E (line 130). 
Then, the line is displayed (the carriage return is part of 
L$, line 140). The next values of C and E are determined 
(line 150) and the line counter is incremented to repeat the 
process . When the last line is displayed (lines 180,190), 
the values of C and E are restored to be those of the first 
HO 
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CURRENT LINE • NEXT LINE END Of ROUTINE 
• 
Figure 21. Flowchart of Print Page 
Routine 
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line displayed (line 200,210). 
Find and Replace (510-660) 
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The find and replace routine (see Figure 22) finds a 
particular character string, replaces it with a user defined 
character string, and can repeat this p~ocedure any number 
of times. The '/' character is used twice to separate these 
3 strings. The routine locates where the separation markers 
are (lines 514,516) and quits if they can not be found or 
there aren't any characters being separated (line 518). If 
the format is allright, the string to find, F$, and the 
string to replace, R$, are partitioned (line 512). The last 
string, N$, represents how many times to repeat the find and 
replace process. If no characters were entered for N$, 1 is 
assumed (line 524). If there are characters indicating 
repeat, they are segmented out of the input string (line 
526) and converted to a decimal quantity (line 528). All of 
the steps executed thus far only interpret the line entered 
by the user. 
The next section actually performs the find and replace 
(lines 532-566). The variable, I, counts how many times the 
replace function (REP) is used. This is compared with, R, 
the number of times requested by the user, to decide when to 
end the routine (line 630-650). If the string to be found 
doesn't exist anywhere within the text, the routine ends 
(line 610). If it exists on a line other than the current 
line (line 615), the next line becomes the current line 
INPUT 
STRING TO FINI> 
STRING TO REPLACE 
tU1BER Of" REPEATS 
SEARCH FOR STRING TOrINI> 
8E6ININ6 wntt CURRENT LINE 
PRIN1 NEW LINE 
CURRENT LINE 
• NEXT LINE 
NO 
END OF ROUTINE 




(line 642), and a decision is made on whether or not to 
repeat (line 650). On the other hand, if the replacement can 
be made on the current line, the counter is incremented by 1 
(line 619), the replacement is made (line 620), the ending 
position of the current line, E, is adjusted (line 621), and 
the new line is defined and displayed (line 622,624). The 
routine then repeats for the next line if the number of 
repeats requested by the user, R, has not yet been obtained 
(line 630). 
Recall Text from File (3000-3072) 
The recall routine (see Figure 23) operates like the 
print routine except instead of a input-print cycle, an 
input- concatenate cycle is used. A carriage return is used 
to separate records (line 3042). When an end of file charac-
ter is input, the routine ends by initializing the current 
line markers to those of the first line of text (lines 
3060-3070). 
Receive (3740-3920) 
The receive routine (see Figure 24) accepts ASCII char-
acters on port 40 from a host computer (in this case, an IBM 
370) and records them on tape as an ASCII data file (11). 
It makes use of several communication routines which have 
been permanently recorded in 4052's memory. After locating a 
file (lines 3740-3742), communication parameters are set 
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Figure 23. Flowchart of Recall Routine 
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Figure 24. Flowchart of Receive Routine 
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(lines 3760-3840). These routines are described in detail 
4052's DATA COMMUNICATION INTERFACE OPERATORS MANUAL (11). 
The CALL "TERMIN" statement (line 4320) begins emulation of 
an ASCII terminal. After the user has logged on and com-
manded the host computer to send a file, the DTRECV routine 
begins to accept characters over port 40 and records them on 
tape (line 3900). When the DTRECV routine receives 'READY', 
the end of file marker is recorded and the routine ends. 
Send (4000-4360) 
The send routine operates similarly to the receive rou-
tine except data is transferred from the ASCII data file to 
the host computer and a different set of communiction rou-
tines are used (see Figure 25) (11). As with the receive 
routine, the statements in this routine enable the DTSEND 
routine to operate with an IBM 370. Special turn-around 
characters used by TSO on the 370 are set so the DTSEND rou-
tine can recognize when the host is ready for another 
record. When an end of file marker is encountered on tape, 
the routine ends. This routine does not end the edit session 
or save the dataset on the host computer. 
Initialize (4440-4490) 
The Editor only operates on one file at a time, at the 
capacity of available memory (45K), which is the dimension 
of T$ (line 4450). L$ is dimensioned to 132 since the 
printer is capable of 132 characters per line. Both T$ and 
·-~ SEND RECORD 





I END Of ROUl 1NE ] 
Figure 25. Flowchart of Send Routine 
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L$ are initialized to a null string (lines 4460,4470), M$ to 
a carriage return (line 4465), and the current line to the 
first line of text (line 4480). An internal parameter is set 
so whenever the screen is full, it is erased and the cursor 
is homed (line 4475). 
Print File (2462-2506) 
The print file routine prints a copy of any ASCII file 
on the line printer. This routine assumes a carriage return 
is the record separator. The user locates a particular file 
(lines 2462-2472), the printer interface is initialized 
(line 2473), and records are repetively input from tape 
(line 2492) and printed (line 2502). The input-print cycle 
is aborted when the input cycle encounters an end of file 
character (line 2482) (see Figure 23). If double or triple 
spacing is desired, the print list of line 2502 can be 
changed to include the corresponding number of line feed 
characters (CNTL J). For example, double spacing would be, 
PRINT@4l:L$,"~J". 
Save Text (2680-2710) 
In the save text routine, the user is given a chance to 
locate a file (lines 2680-2690), then the entire text is 
recorded (line 2700) as an ASCII data file, and the file is 
closed (line 2702). The program assumes the user has previ-
ously created a file of sufficient length to contain the 
text. 
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Delete line (2130-2194) 
The delete line routine removes the characters compris-
ing the current line from the text, T$ (see Figure 26). The 
current line is deleted one of two ways. If it's the last 
line of text (line 2182), the current line markers are rede-
fined to be those of the previous line (line 2190), and the 
entire text is redefined to be all but the last line (line 
2192). Then the routine ends (line 2194). This procedure is 
required since the replacement procedure (to be described) 
would generate invalid values for the current line markers 
(C,E). In other words, C would be greater than the number of 
characters in the entire text, T$. If the current line is 
not the last line, the line is removed by replacing with a 
null string (line 2184), and the ending marker is adjusted 
to account for the deleted characters (line 2186). 
Insert Line (2030-2080) 
The insert line routine allows the user to insert any 
number of lines before the current line (see Figure 27). 
The word, 'INSERT' is printed to indicate the routine has 
begun execution (line 2030). If a null string is entered, 
the routine ends (line 2045). Otherwise, a carriage return 
is concatenated on the line to be inserted (line 2046), the 
replacement is made without deleting any characters (line 
2050), and the starting position of the current line is 
adjusted to account for the iriserted line (line 2065). This 
process repeats until the user enters a null string. 
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Print Line !LE (900-970) 
The print line up routine uses a subroutine to define 
the current line markers (C and E) to be those of the previ-
ous ~ine (line 960), and then jumps to the print line rou-
tine. 
Print Line Down (1100-1165) 
The print line down routine is exactly like the print 
line up routine except the move line down subroutine is used 
(line 1160). 
Print Line (1500-1540) 
The print line routine displays the current line. The 
current line, ~$, is defined as the segment of the text, T$, 
begining at position C and ending at position E (line 1530). 
The semicolon, which inhibits the automatic carriage return, 
is used when displaying the line (line 1535) since the char-
acter at position E is a carriage return and part of L$. 
Print Page !LE (730-770) 
The print page up routine displays 20 lines of text, 
starting with 20 lines previous to the current line. The 
move line up subroutine is called 20 times within a FOR-NEXT 
loop (lines 730-750) and the routine ends by jumping to the 
display page routine. 
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Print Page Down (810-850) 
The print page down routine displays 20 lines of text 
begining with 20 lines after the current line. The routine 
is exactly like the print page up routine except the move 
down line subroutine is used (line 820). 
Print Page ! (890-892) 
The print page 1 routine defines the current line mark-
ers, C and E, to be those of the first line of text (lines 
890,891) and ends by jumping to the display page routine 
(line 892). 
Find File Subroutine (10030-10080) 
The find file subroutine allows a user to enter a file 
number, and then locates that file. The variable A$ is 
passed to the subroutine by either the save, print, receive, 
or send routines. A numeric quantity must be typed for the 
file number. 
Move ~ ! Line (10250-10320) 
This subroutine redefines the current line markers, C 
and E, to the values of the previous line . If the current 
line is the first line of text, the routine quits (line 
10260). Otherwise, the new ending position is set to one 
ahead of the old begining postion (line 10262). Then the 
characters of the previous line, begining with the last 
character (line 10270), are searched for a carriage return 
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(line 10290). When a carriage return is detected, the new 
value of C is one more than the position of the carriage 
return. 
Move Down 1 Line (10340-10370) 
This routine redefines the current line markers to be 
those of the next line. The new begining of line marker, C, 
will be one more than the old end of line marker (line 
10352). The new ending marker will be determined by the 
first carriage return character found searching forward from 
the new begining of line marker (line 10360). 
Tektronix to IBM 
Display Search Parameters (300-380) 
This routine allows the user to view the current cri-
terion the computer will use to recall the data. There are 
basically 2 types of criterion used in deciding which data 
to recall, they are the min-max range and the search parame-
ter information. The first part displayed is the min-max 
range (lines 320-350). The string variable, A$, is a name 
of one of the variables which are defined in the data state-
ment within the intialization (line 1032). A$ is passed to a 
subroutine which indentifies the variable for the operator, 
while displaying its recall status. If a variable is to be 
recalled, the min-max range is displayed. The string, 5$, 
holds the search parameters which are compared to the param-
eter information associated with the lines of data recorded 
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on tape in order to decide if a particular line should be 
recalled. 
Add Search Parameters (397-440) 
The add search parameter routine allows the user to add 
parameter information which will be used in deciding which 
lines to recall. The parameter to be added to the list is 
input (lines 400,410). If the user enters a null string, the 
routine ends (line 412). Otherwise, the additional parame-
ter (stored in A$) has a space concatenated for visual sepa-
ration and then A$ is added to the end of S$, the search 
parameter string. 
Delete Search Parameters (497-550) 
The delete search parameter routine allows the user to 
remove parameters from the search parameter string, S$. The 
parameter to be deleted is input into A$ (lines 500,510). 
Then S$ is searched for the occurrence of A$ (line 520). If 
it can not be found, then the routine ends (line 530). Oth-
erwise the parameter plus the space after it are replaced 
with a null string (line 540). 
Search Routine (600-880) 
The search routine is actually 
vated by any user definable key) 
a subroutine (not acti-
which is called by the 
search print, the search transfer, or the search display 
routines (see Figure 28). This subroutine is the main part 
INPUT FILE·PAIW£TER 
LOCATE FILE 
READ RECORD FROH TAPE 
DETERttINE IF RECORD 
SATISf'IES REQUIREMENTS 
DEFINEI> FOR PULL~ SPEED 
SLIP, RPM~ AND FUa 
YES NO 
DETERKn£ IF RECORD 
SATISFIES REQUIREHENTS 




END Of' ROUTINE 
Figure 28. Flowchart of Search Routine 
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of the Tek to IBM program. There are 
decisions made in recalling a line of data. 
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basically two 
The first one 
uses the min-max range and the second is based on the search 
parameter information. To begin with, the user is given the 
chance to indentify a file number (lines 600,610) and the 
computer locates the file (line 640). Since the search sub-
routine doesn't store the recalled data, it can operate on 
an infinitely sized file, ending only when the end of file 
marker is encountered (line 650). 
The next section (lines 660,720) reads in a line of 
data from the tape and decides which variables (pull, speed, 
slip, rpm, fuel) should be recalled. Line 660 reads the line 
of data and stores it in the string variable, A$. The string 
L$ will hold the data to be recalled. Initially, it is 
nulled (line 662). The variable, I, is a counter which 
points to one of the 5 variables. Initially, it is set to 1 
which points to pull (line 670). Then the string B$ is 
defined to be the characters representing the variable quan-
tity pull (line 680). The characters are converted to a 
numeric quantity, called X (line 690). If pull has been 
deselected, then it isn't added to L$ and the program exam-
ines the next variable (line 692). If it is to be reca+le9, 
the lower and upper limits are checked to see if pull is 
within the allowable limit (line 700). If it isn't, the 
entire line is skipped, and the next line is investigated. 
If pull is within the limits, the characters are added to L$ 
(line 710), I is incremented to check the next variable 
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(line 712), and the above process repeats for all 5 
variables (line 720). When the min-max requirements are met, 
the parameter information is examined. 
The last part of the search subroutine checks the 
search parameter information (5$) against the parameter 
information recorded on tape and decides if the line should 
be recalled. The line, stored in A$, is redefined to be only 
the part which contains the parameter information (line 
730). The variable B, initialized to 1, is used to indentify 
the starting position of each parameter within 5$. The first 
parameter in 5$ is isolated and stored in C$ (lines 
750,760). Then the parameters which were read from tape, 
A$, are searched for the occurrence of the first parameter 
identified in the search parameter string, 5$. If it can't 
be found, then the routine disregards the line in question 
(L$) and inputs the next line (line 780). If the line read 
from tape has a parameter which is listed in 5$, then the 
process repeats for the next parameter of 5$. 
Assuming a line has been found which meets both vari-
able requirements and the parameter requirements, the line 
is printed to 1 of 3 devices. If Dl is a 1, then the line is 
sent to the host computer connected to port 40 (line 850). 
The following input at port 40 statement waits for the line 
turn around characters indicating the host has accepted the 
line and is ready for another line. If the recalled line is 
not to be sent to the host computer, it is printed on either 
the printer (device 41) or the screen (device 32). The vari-
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able D2 is either 41 or 32 accordingly. 
lnitialization (900-1040) 
The arrays S and Sl are used in selecting the variables 
pull, speed, slip, fuel, rpm. Array S, dimensioned to 5, 
indicates if the variable should be recalled. A 1 indicates 
recall, a 0 indicates don't recall. The elements 1-5 corre-
spond to the variables listed above, respectively. If a 
variable is to be recalled, the array Sl indicates the lower 
and upper limits which are acceptable. As with array S, the 
rows of Sl correspond to the variables. The first column of 
Sl holds the minimum value, the second column holds the max-
imum value. Initially, all the variables are selected (line 
980) and the range is set from -99999 to 99999 (lines 
990,1000). An internal parameter is set so the screen will 
automatically clear and home the cursor when the screen is 
full. Then the user function keys are enabled. Line 1020 
sets an alternate line delimiter to a CNTL Q (decimal 19 on 
the ASCII chart) for use in the search transfer routine. 
The printer is initialized (line 1030) and a data statement 
is defined for use in the display search parameter routine. 
Select/De-select Variable (100-250) 
This subroutine allows the user to select which vari-
ables (pull,speed,fuel,slip,rpm) to recall and to define an 
acceptable range for these variables. The subroutine func-
tions like a toggle switch. If the variable is not selected, 
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then the next time the variable key is pressed, the variable 
will be selected (line 140) and the user defines the min-max 
range for that variable (lines 150-180). If the variable is 
already selected, 
(line 110). 
then it will become no longer selected 
Display Recall Status (200-250) 
The display recall status subroutine prints on the 
screen a message indicating the variable is not selected or 
the min-max range if the variable is selected. The array, 
Sl, indicates whether or not a variable is selected (line 
210). If it is, the minimum and maximum values recorded in 
array Sare displayed (line 240). 
CHAPTER VI 
PROGRAM OPERATION 
Aim to Tektronix 
Since the Aim 65 is used for other purposes than its 
role in the data management sys~em, a fairly elaborate pro-
cedure is required to ensure proper operation in the Aim to 
Tek program. First, the Aim 65 program must be loaded into 
locations BOOO to B048 from cassette tape. To do this, RAM 
must be mapped into BOOO to BFFF by setting the memory bank 
switches on the mother board and positioning the jumpers on 
the underside of the Dram board to select BOOO-BFFF. The 
presence of RAM can be checked by writing and reading within 
the range BOOO-BFFF. If problems occur, check the continu-
ity of the jumpers as they have been known to cause problems 
in the past. Once RAM has been located, the object code can 
be read from cassette using the 'L' command. The filename is 
'TROBJ'. When the program is loaded, the code should match 
with the listing given in Appendix C. The next step is to 
set the baud rate to 2400 by storing 01 in location A417 and 
50 in location A418. Then insert the data tape into the cas-
sette player and rewind the tape. When the tape is rewound, 
press the 'l' key which turns off the tape player via the 
remote line. Then depress the play button on the tape play-
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er--the tape should not move. Finally, switch the 
TTY-KEYBOARD switch to the TTY position and press space bar. 
Now the Aim to Tek program must be loaded from car-
tridge tape to 4052's memory. It is recommended the program 
be stored on the first file of a separate tape which always 
has the write protect feature enabled. If this precaution 
has been followed, the Aim to TEK cartridge tape can be 
inserted in the tape drive and the 'AUTOLOAD' key depressed 
to load and initialize the program. Once the Aim to Tek pro-
gram is loaded, ensure the port 40 TBAR switch is positioned 
to 'Aim 65'. The Aim to Tek program is now ready for opera-
tion. 
As an example of how to use the program, consider the 
following hypothetical case of a randomized block experiment 
conducted with a field cultivator at Blackwell, Oklahoma on 
June 3, 1981. The following text represents a typical 
sequence of events in using the Aim to Tek program to trans-
fer data from cassette to cartridge tape. The user's action 
or typed response will be shown in lower case letters while 
the computer response will be in upper case letters. 
User presses add file para~eter key. 
ENTER FILE PARAMETER-
User types: fc blackwell ok Jun 3 1881. 
CURRENT FILE PARAMETERS -
FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1881 
User presses delete file parameter key. 
ENTER FILE PARAMETER TO DELETE -
User types: 1881 
CURRENT FILE PARAMETERS-
FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 
User presses add file parameter key. 
ENTER FILE PARAMETER 
User types: 1981 
CURRENT FILE PARAMETERS 
FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
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The operator is now ready to transfer data from cas-
sette tape to cartridge tape. 
User presses fetch key. 
WAITING ON CASSETTE . 
EXP UNIT TRANSFERRED. 
GENERATING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS. 
(The screen is cleared). 
PULL SPEED FUEL RPM SLIP 
3450 4.1 6.3 2380 12.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
2710 4.3 6.2 2380 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
2890 4.2 6.2 2388 11.5 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
2690 4.0 6.3 2380 12.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
3220 4.3 6.5 2373 14.2 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
2580 4.2 6.3 2380 10.7 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
2320 4.3 6.2 2380 12.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
3090 4.4 5.9 2388 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
3110 4.3 6.0 2388 08.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
2870 4.3 6.0 2396 09.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 
User presses add block parameter key. 
ENTER BLOCK PARAMETER -
User types: 1 2 
The 1 stands for the block number and the 2 stands for 
the replication number. The user could have entered these 
two numbers separately--using the add block parameter key 
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twice. 
(The screen is cleared). 
PULL SPEED FUEL RPM SLIP 
3450 4.1 6.3 2380 12.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2710 4.3 6.2 2380 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2890 4.2 6.2 2388 11. 5 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2690 4.0 6.3 2380 12.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
3220 4.3 6.5 2373 14.2 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2580 4.2 6.3 2380 10.7 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2320 4.3 6.2 2380 12.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
3090 4.4 5.9 2388 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
3110 4.3 6.0 2388 08.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2870 4.3 6.0 2396 09.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
User presses store key. 
ENTER FILE NUMBER TO STORE -
At this point the user should remove the Aim to Tek 
program tape and insert a data tape in the 4052's 
drive. The data tape should not be write protected 
should have a new file of sufficient length to contain 
of the experimental units which are to be recorded. In 
worst case, each experimental unit would require about 
bytes. Suppose file 1 of the data tape is to be used. 
User types: 1 
(Tape moves locating file 1) 
EXP UNIT 1 HAS BEEN RECORDED. 
User presses fetch key a second time. 
EXP UNIT TRANSFERRED. 






Then the experimental unit is displayed as before, and 
the user adds a block and replication number as before only 
a different set of numbers, perhaps 3 and 4, for example. 
User presses store key a second time. 
IS THIS THE LAST EXP UNIT TO BE RECORDED ? 
User types: no 
EXP UNIT 2 HAS BEEN RECORDED. 
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The above process repeats for all experimental units to 
be transferred. Although the user never pressed the display 
key, the fetch and add block parameter routines end by jump-
ing to the display routine. When the last experimental unit 
is recorded, the file is closed and the program re-initial-
izes. 
Editor 
The Editor program has'the most functions, but is not 
the most complicated of the 3 programs in the data manage-
ment system. Like the Aim to Tek program, the Editor pro-
gram should be stored on file 1 of a separate tape which 
always has the write protect feature enabled~ If this is 
done, the Editor tape can be placed in the 4052's tape drive 
and the autoload key pressed. When the 4052 is no longer 
busy, the Editor tape can be removed and the data tape to be 
edited put in its place. The following sequence of events 
depict a typical example of the use of the Editor program. 
As in the Aim to Tek operation, all user responses or action 
will be typed in lower case, while computer responses will 
be in uppercase. 
User presses recall key. 
ENTER FILE TO RECALL -
User types: 1 
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(tape drive moves to file 1, then the data is read 
into memory) 
User presses page 1 key. 
(screen is cleared) 
PULL SPEED FUEL RPM SLIP 
3450 4.1 6.3 2380 12.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2710 4.3 6.2 2380 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2890 4.2 6.2 2388 11.5 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2690 4.0 6.3 2380 12.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
3220 4.3 6.5 2373 14.2 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2580 4.2 6.3 2380 10.7 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2320 4.3 6.2 2380 12.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
3090 4.4 5.9 2388 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
3110 4.3 6.0 2388 08.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
2870 4.3 6.0 2396 09.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
3450 4.1 6.3 2380 12.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
2710 4.3 6.2 2380 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
2890 4.2 6.2 2388 11.5 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
2690 4.0 6.3 2380 12.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
3220 4.3 6.5 2373 14.2 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
2580 4.2 6.3 2380 10.7 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
2320 4.3 6.2 2380 12.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
3090 4.4 6.1 2388 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
3110 4.3 6.0 2388 08.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
2870 4.3 6.0 2396 09.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 3 4 
User presses line key. 
3450 4.1 6.3 2380 12.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
User presses line down key. 
2710 4.3 6.2 2380 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
User presses line up key. 
3450 4.1 6.3 2380 12.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1981 1 2 
Suppose the user has decided that the file parameter, 
1981, is not really necessary. In this case, the find/re-
place can be used to remove it. 
User presses find/replace key. 
ENTER (STRING TO FIND/STRING TO REPLACE/NUMBER OF REPEATS)-
User types: 1982//10 
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There would be no response from the computer because 
the user has mistakenly typed in 1982 for 1981. The computer 
can not find the string 1982. 
User presses find/replace key. 
ENTER (STRING TO FIND/STRING TO REPLACE/NUMBER OF REPEATS)-
User types: 1981//10 
PULL SPEED FUEL RPM SLIP 
3450 4.1 6.3 2380 12.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
2710 4.3 6.2 2380 09.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
2890 4.2 6.2 2388 11.5 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
2690 4.0 6.3 2380 12.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
3220 4.3 6.5 2373 14.2 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
2580 4.2 6.3 2380 10.7 FC BLACKWE:t.L OK JUN 3 1 2 
2320 4.3 6.2 2380 12.4 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
3090 4.4 5.9 2388 09.4 FC BLA.CKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
3110 4.3 6.0 2388 08.8 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
2870 4.3 6.0 2396 09.6 FC BLACKWELL OK JUN 3 1 2 
Since the number of repeats was specified to 10, only 
10 lines have the 1981 removed. The user could have removed 
the 1981 from the entire data set if the number of repeats 
was equal to the number of lines in the data set. Suppose 
this is done, and the user now wants to transfer the entire 
data set to the host computer. First, the data in memory 
must be saved on tape. 
User presses store key. 
ENTER FILE TO SAVE -
User types: 1 
(Then the computer locates file 1 and record~ the data). 
User presses send key. 
ENTER FILE TO SEND -
Before entering the file to send, the TBAR switch on 
port 40 should be switched to the plotter position and the 
plotter should be turned off. 
User types: 1 
(Computer locates file 1) 
LOGON •.. ENTER EDIT MODE ..•. PRESS RETURN TO BASIC 
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The busy and the I/O lights on the 4052 should now be 
alternately flashing off and on. The 4052 is waiting for 
connection to the host computer. To do this, turn on the 
modem, dial 7600 (1200 baud campus line), and place the 
phone handset in the modem. When the connection is estab-
lished, the busy and the I/O lights should stop flashing and 
the carrier detect light (CXD) on the modem should turn on. 
When this occurs, press the space bar and then a carriage 
return. The host computer (IBM 370) should respond with the 
message ENTER LOGON. Now logon in the usual manner, enter 
the edit session on a new file, i.e., the subcommand INPUT, 
and press the return to basic key. The data sto~ed on 4052's 
tape file 1 should now be transferring to the host computer. 
When the busy light on the 4052 goes off, the transfer is 
complete. During times of heavy computer use, the IBM may 
put the TSO session on hold and the transfer seemingly stop. 
If this happens and the busy light has not gone off, the 
4052 is waiting for a signal from the host indicating readi-
ness to receive another line of data. In order to save the 
data on the host computer, the call termin button must be 
pushed, and then a carriage return which places the TSO ses-
sion in the edit mode, and then the word 'SAVE' must be 
entered, followed by a carriage return. To return back to 
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the Editor program on the 4052, press the return to basic 
key again. 
There are 2 ways the receive key can be used. The 
receive key can be used to transfer a program or dataset 
from the host to the 4052 tape and to transfer the output 
from a program on the IBM to 4052's tape. Like the send key, 
pressing the receive key causes the 4052 to ask for the file 
number to receive. This file should be a new ASCII file or 
at least contain ASCII data which can be destroyed. The file 
should also be of sufficient length to contain the data to 
be sent from the IBM. When the file number is entered, the 
4052 will type, LOGON ..•. ENTER COMMAND LINE ••••. RETURN TO 
BASIC. If connection to the host has already been estab-
lished, there is no need to repeat the logon procedure 
described earlier.· If this i·s the case, the 4052 will be 
emulating an ASCII terminal connected to the IBM 370. If a 
data set of 72 characters or less per line is to be received 
then type 'LIST DATASET.NAME' but don't hit carriage return. 
When the return to basic key is pressed, the carriage return 
will be sent to the IBM and the 4052 will begin to accept 
the ASCII characters and record them on tape. When the char-
acter sequence 'READY' is encountered, the receive routine 
ends. 
If program output of 132 characters per line is to be 
received, then type 'TERMINAL LINESIZE(l32)' while the 4052 
is acting as an ASCII terminal. The IBM should respond with 
'READY'. Now type the command line which would normally 
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cause the output to be displayed on the screen. For example, 
if a SAS job is to be executed interactively, this could be 
'%SAS DS(DATASET.CNTL)'. If a job has already executed and 
the output is held in a output queue, then type 'OUTPUT 
JOBNAME(JOBID)'. In both cases, don't hit carriage return 
after typing in the command line which causes the output to 
be displayed. Instead, push the return to basic key which 
causes a carriage return to be sent and then the 4052 imme-
diately goes into the receive mode . After the receive rou-
tine ends, the print file command can be used to generate a 
printed copy of the output. 
Tektronix to IBM 
Like the other two programs, the TEK to IBM program 
should be on a separate tape at file 1. If this is the case, 
the tape can be inserted and the autoload key pressed. When 
the program is in memory, remove the tape and insert the 
data tape to be searched. Suppose data for pull and fuel 
flow for all tests conducted in June are to be examined. A 
typical sequence of events to generate this subset of data 
might be as follows: 
User presses speed key. 
SPEED HAS BEEN DE-SELECTED 
User presses RPM key. 
RPM HAS BEEN BEEN DE-SELECTED 
User presses slip key. 
SLIP HAS BEEN DE-SELECTED. 
User presses add search parameter key. 
ENTER SEARCH PARAMETER -
User types: jun 
CURRENT SEARCH PARAMETERS 
JUN 
User presses display key. 
(screen is cleared) 
PULL MINIMUM=-9999 
FUEL MINIMUM=-9999 
RPM HAS BEEN DESELECTED 
SPEED HAS BEEN DESELECTED 






Now suppose the user wants a printed copy of this data 
set (pull and fuel values for the month of June). To do 
this, simply press the search print. 
User presses search print key. 
ENTER FILE NUMBER TO SEARCH. 
User types: 1 
INSERT TAPE, HIT RETURN 
User hits return (tape has already been inserted). 
Then the computer performs the sequential search 
described in an earlier chapter. When a line of data on tape 
is encountered which meets the requirements, it is printed. 
If the user has other files on which the same search is to 
be performed, then simply press the search print key again, 
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only this time entering the appropriate tape and file 
number. If the selected data is to be transferred to the 
host computer, establish connection as described earlier in 
this chapter and use the search transfer key instead of the 
search print key. Now, suppose the user wants to generate a 
data set like the one just generated only for values of pull 
within the range 1500 to 2000. 
User presses pull key. 
PULL HAS BEEN DESELECTED. 
User presses pull key. 
ENTER MINIMUM VALUE OF PULL-
User types: 1500 
ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE OF PULL-
User types: 2000 
The program is now ready' to perform either the 
search transfer, search print, or the search display. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
This thesis describes a data management system designed 
to store tractor performance data. A microcomputer based 
tractor performance data acquisition instrument records data 
taken in the field onto cassette tape. 
then taken into the laboratory where 
system resides. Data is transferred 
The cassette tape is 
the data management 
from cassette tape to 
cartridge tape, where it can be accessed by the data manage-
ment system. As data is transterred, the experimenter can 
add descriptive information. This desc~iptive information 
forms a basis for selecting particular parts of the entire 
database for analysis. Analysis can be aided by transferring 
all or part of the data to the University Computer, where 
statistical and graphical software languages can be uti-
lized. 
One major limitation of the system is that the magnetic 
tape cartriges where the data is stored can only hold 3 
tenths of a megabyte. Experience has shown this is more than 
enough space to contain all the data generated in a year. 
This may not always be the case as modifications to the 
acquisition system may generate more numbers, or the exist-
ing acquisition system may be used more often. 
Despite the disadvantage of storage limitations imposed 
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by cartridge tapes, there are also advantages of building 
the database on the cartrige tapes, i.e., keeping the data-
base within the Agricultural Engineering Department. One of 
these advantages is being free from the University Comput-
er's operating hours (scheduled or unscheduled) and the pos-
sibility of inadvertent destruction of the data. Currently, 
usage of the University Computer is popular enough to cause 
waits of up to several minutes for response. If the system 
goes down, any database on the system is totally inaccessi-
ble. Some catastrophic computer failures could destroy the 
contents of a data tape, although much of this risk is 
relieved by making backup copies of the tape weekly, for 
storage in vaults within the department. 
Another advantage to building the database on cartridge 
tapes is the timelessness of being able to use the Univer-
sity Computer or other university computers. Researchers 
who had databases on tapes which operated on the IBM 360 
(previous University Computer) were unable to use them when 
the University converted to an IBM 370. Since the University 
Computer should always have a remote link no matter what 
changes are made, the database will always be able to be 
transferred to the University Computer. Moreover, the data-
base could be transferred to any computer capable of sup-
porting a telephone link. This represents an exciting future 
for Agricultural Engineering--the distributed database. 
Eventually, universities throughout the United States will 
have access to data acquired anywhere else in the Country, 
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allowing a unified research effort. 
Finally, having the database within the Department 
allows for the opportunity of in house software development. 
Since the Tektronix 4052 is a BASIC language graphics micro-
computer, programs could be written which analyze and graph 
the data, thus eliminating the dependency on the University 
Computer. 
Thus far, the system has only been used as a way to get 
the data into the University Computer. In other words, none 
of the data is being incorporated into the database. This is 
probably due to the fact the data is needed only for immedi-
ate analysis, and need not be permanently stored. It may be 
due to the operator's preference of another way to manage 
the data or the operator being unfamiliar with the system. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The data management system performs all of the func-
tions listed in Chapter II. The system is tailored to 
accept data recorded on cassette tape by a microcomputer 
based data acquisition system. By invoking the fetch rou-
tine, data is transferred from cassette tape into the system 
memory. Another routine allows descriptive information to 
be added to data in system memory. A store function allows 
the data, along with the additional descriptive information, 
to be incorporated into the database. A general purpose 
editor allows the operator to alter the database. The Edi-
tor program also allow~ interactive transfer of data files 
to or from a host computer. Another program allows the user 




The most limiting aspect of the Data Management System 
is the size of the cartridge 
approximately 300 Kbytes. So, 
tapes. Each tape can hold 
if the database gets as large 
as 6 Mbytes, it could mean interchanging 20 cartridge tapes 
when performing searches. The solution to this problem is 
the addition of a hard disk drive. Modification to the sys-
tem would involve changing the present routines that access 
the cartridge tapes. Files are presently identified by num-
ber. Depending on the file manager accompanying the hard 
drive, the file numbers may need to be changed to file 
names. The routines effected are the store routine of the 
Aim to Tektronix program, the recall, store, send, receive, 
and print routines of the Editor program, and the search 
routines of the Tektronix to IBM program. 
Another limitation is the 1200 baud modem. If data 
sets as large as a megabyte are to be transmitted, it will 
take over two hours to transfer. A faster modem may allevi-
ate some of this problem but the telephone lines may not 
support increased transfer rates. Establishing a direct link 
may be a possibility. Another solution would be to set the 
transfer to begin automatically in the middle of the night. 
This would involve automatic dialing and predetermined dia-
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log between the Tektronix and the IBM Computer. 
Another attractive change would be to completely 
describe the experimental unit in the field. Thus, when the 
data is transferred into the system, it could be automati-
cally recorded into the database. This change would require 
altering the Aim to Tektronix program. In addition, a 
slight modification of the Aim to Tektronix program could 
allow the Management System to be used by other data acqui-
sition systems. 
By using the routines to selectively recall data, 
graphical and statistical functions could be incorporated, 
thus making the system mo~e independent. Although there are 
exsiting statistical and graphical routines available for 
the Tektronix, it would mean extensive programming to get 
the data into the correct format so these software packages 
could be used. Instead, it would be simpler to develop a 
line or bar chart plotting routine and a statistical routine 
to calculate sum of squares. There may be some plotting or 
statistical software which would require little modification 
of the data, but such software is unknown at this time. 
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AIM TO TEKTRONIX PROGRAM 
89 
1 REM ****************************JUMP PAST SUBROUTINES 
2 GO TO 1000 
3 REM************************************************** 
4 REM *********************************** DISPLAY BLOCK 
5 GO TO 3010 
8 REM ************************************* FETCH BLOCK 
9 GO TO 2010 
12 REM ************************************* ADD COLUMN 
13 GO TO 5010 
16 REM************************************* STORE BLOCK 
17 GO TO 4030 
32 REM****************************** ADD FILE PARAMETER 
33 GO TO 8030 
52 REM*********************************** DELETE COLUMN 
53 GO TO 6010 
72 REM ************************** DELETE FILE PARAMETER 
73 GO TO 7030 
100 REM************************************************ 
110 REM ***************************** BEGIN SUBROUTINES 
120 REM************************************************ 
130 REM 











250 IF Xl>O THEN 180 
260 RETURN 




310 REM****************************** ON SIZE INTERRUPT 
320 X=9999 
340 RETURN 
350 REM********************* subroutine to activate aim 
360 PRINT @40:"5" 
370 CALL "wait",0.3 
380 PRINT @40,30: 
390 S9=1 
400 REM s9=0 says first block has been fetched. 
410 RETURN 
1000 REM ******************************************** 
1010 REM ************************PROGRAM INITIALIZATIO 
1020 REM ******************************************** 
1030 Z$=" PULL FUEL RPM GND SLIP" 
1040 PRINT @40,30: 












































































IF S9=1 THEN 2110 
PRINT "Waiting on cassette •.. " 
REM ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 








IF LEN(B$)=234 THEN 2230 
REM+++++++++++++ 





PRINT "EXP UNIT TRANSFERRED" 
GOSUB 350 
PRINT "Calculating • . " 
REM + HEX STRING B$ TO DECIMAL T 
J=l 














2400 NEXT I 
2410 H$=SEG(B$,229,6) 





2560 REM APPLY CALIBRATION CONSTANTS - GENERATE SLIP 
2570 ON SIZE THEN 320 











2690 NEXT I 
2810 FOR J=l TO 10 
2830 A$='"' 
2840 FOR I=l TO 5 
2850 G$=STR(T(J+(I-1)*10)) 
2860 IF LEN(G$)=>6 THEN 2890 
2870 G$=G$&" II 
2880 GO TO 2860 
2890 A$=A$&G$ 
2900 NEXT I 
2910 D$=D$&A$ 
2920 D$=D$&M$ 
2930 NEXT J 
2940 REM+++++++++++++ 
2950 A$=P$ 
2960 GO TO 5070 
3000 REM ********************************************** 




3050 PRINT Z$ 
3060 PRINT D$ 
3070 RETURN 
4000 REM*********************************************** 
4010 REM ********************************** Store block 
4020 REM*********************************************** 
4030 IF T9<>0 THEN 4080 
4040 PRINT "ENTER FILE NUMBER TO RECORD DATA -"~ 
4050 INPUT Fl 
4060 FIND Fl 
4070 GO TO 4130 
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4080 PRINT "IS THIS THE LAST EXP UNIT TO BE RECORDED"; 
4090 INPUT A$ 
4100 IF A$<>"Y" THEN 4130 
4110 PRINT @33:D$; 
4120 GO TO 1030 
4130 PRINT @33:D$; 





5010 REM ********************** add columns to exp unit 
5020 REM*********************************************** 
5030 PRINT "ENTER COLUMN VALUE -"; 
5040 INPUT A$ 
5050 IF A$="" THEN 3010 
5060 A$=A$&" " 
5070 X=l 
5080 Xl=POS(D$,M$,X) 
5090 IF Xl-X+LEN(A$)=>71 THEN 5140 
5100 D$=REP(A$,Xl,0) 
5110 X=Xl+LEN(A$)+1 
5120 IF X<LEN(D$) THEN 5080 
5130 GO TO 3010 
5140 PRINT "CANT ADD COLUMN VALUE--LINE TOO LONG." 
5150 RETURN 
6000 REM*********************************************** 
6010 REM ************************** delete column value 
6020 REM*********************************************** 
6030 PRINT "Enter column value to delete -"; 
6040 INPUT A$ 
6050 X=POS(D$,M$,l) 
6060 Xl=POS(D$,A$,31) 
6070 IF Xl=O OR Xl>X THEN 3010 
6080 FOR I=l TO 10 
6090 D$=REP("",Xl,LEN(A$)) 
6100 Xl=Xl+X-LEN(A$) 
6110 NEXT I 
6120 GO TO 3010 
7000 REM*********************************************** 
7010 REM*****************~******* DELETE FILE PARAMETER 
7020 REM*********************************************** 
7030 PRINT "ENTER FILE PARAMETER TO DELETE - "; 
7040 INPUT A$ 
7050 X=POS(P$,A$,l) 
7060 IF X=O THEN 8080 
7070 P$=REP("",X,LEN(A$)+1) 
7080 GO TO 8080 
8000 REM*********************************************** 
8010 REM**************************** ADD FILE PARAMETER 
8020 REM*********************************************** 
8030 PRINT "ENTER FILE PARAMETER - "; 
8040 INPUT A$ 
8045 IF A$="" THEN 8080 
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8050 A$=A$&" " 
8060 IF LEN(A$)+LEN(P$)=>30 THEN 8100 
8070 P$=P$&A$ 
8080 PRINT "CURRENT FILE PARAMETERS:";P$ 
8090 RETURN 






1 GO TO 4440 
2 REM******************************************* 
3 REM --------- USER DEFINED KEYS -------
4 SET NOKEY 
5 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 730 
6 SET KEY 
7 RETURN 
8 SET NOKEY 
9 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 810 
10 SET KEY 
11 RETURN 
12 SET NOKEY 
13 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 890 
14 SET KEY 
15 RETURN 
16 SET NOKEY 
17 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 100 
18 SET KEY 
19 RETURN 
24 SET NOKEY 
25 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 960 
26 SET KEY 
27 RETURN 
28 SET NOKEY 
29 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 1160 
30 SET KEY 
31 RETURN 
32 SET NOKEY 
33 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 510 
34 SET KEY 
35 RETURN 
36 SET NOKEY 
37 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 1530 
38 SET KEY 
39 RETURN 
40 SET NOKEY 
41 GOSUB 2030 
42 SET KEY 
43 RETURN 
44 SET NOKEY 
45 GOSUB 2680 
46 SET KEY 
47 RETURN 
48 SET NOKEY 
49 GOSUB 4000 
50 SET KEY 
51 RETURN 
52 SET NOKEY 
53 GOSUB 2462 
54 SET KEY 
55 RETURN 
56 PRINT @40:"off";M$ 
57 PAGE 
58 CALL "termin" 
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59 RETURN 
60 CALL "TERMIN" 
62 SET KEY 
63 RETURN 
64 SET NOKEY 
65 GOSUB 3000 
66 SET KEY 
67 RETURN 
68 SET NOKEY 
69 GOSUB 3740 
70 SET KEY 
71 RETURN 
72 SET NOKEY 
73 GOSUB LEN(T$)>0 OF 2120 
74 SET KEY 
75 RETURN 
76 SET NOKEY 
77 GOSUB 6000 
78 SET KEY 
79 RETURN 
80 SET NOKEY 
81 GOSUB 5000 
82 SET KEY 
83 RETURN 
90 REM***************************************** 
91 REM -------------- PRINT PAGE -------------




120 IF E=LEN(T$) OR I=20 THEN 180 
130 L$=SEG(T$,C,E-C+l) 
140 PRINT L$; 
150 GOSUB 10350 
160 I=I+l 
170 GO TO 120 
180 L$=SEG(T$,C,E-C+l) 





490 REM FIND/REPLACE 
500 REM******************************************** 
510 PRINT "ENTER (find/replace/number of repeats)" 
512 INPUT A$ 
514 Xl=POS(A$,"/",l) 
516 X2=POS(A$,"/",Xl+l) 
518 IF Xl=O OR Xl=l OR X2=0 OR X2=2 THEN 660 
520 F$=SEG(A$,l,Xl-l) 
522 R$=SEG(A$,Xl+l,X2-Xl-l) 
524 IF X2=LEN(A$) THEN 532 
526 N$=SEG(A$,X2+1,LEN(A$)-X2) 
528 R=VAL(N$) . 
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530 IF R<>O THEN 590 
532 R=l 
590 I =l 
600 F=POS(T$,F$,C) 
610 IF F=O THEN 660 





624 PRINT L$; 
625 C=F+LEN(R$) 
630 IF I<=R THEN 600 
642 GOSUB 10350 
650 IF I<=R THEN 600 
655 GOSUB 10260 
660 RETURN 
700 REM******************************************* 
710 REM PRINT PAGE UP 
720 REM******************************************* 
730 FOR I=l TO 20 
740 GOSUB 10260 
750 NEXT I 
770 GO TO 100 
780 REM******************************************* 
790 REM PRINT PAGE DOWN 
800 REM****************************************** 
810 FOR I=l TO 20 
820 GOSUB 10350 
830 NEXT I 
850 GO TO 100 
860 REM******************************************** 




892 GO TO 100 
900 REM*************************************** 
920 REM---------------------- PRINT LINE UP 
940 REM*************************************** 
960 GOSUB 10260 
970 GO TO 1530 
1100 REM**************************************** 
1120 REM---------------------- PRINT LINE DOWN 
1140 REM*************************************** 
1160 GOSUB 10350 
1165 GO TO 1530 
1500 REM**************************************** 
1510 REM PRINT LINE 
1520 REM**************************************** 
1530 L$=SEG(T$,C,E-C+l) 


























































REM INSERT A LINE 
REM***************************************** 
PRINT "INSERT -" 
INPUT A$ 








REM DELETE A LINE 
REM**************************************** 
REM 
PRINT "LINE DELETED IS ... " 
L$=SEG{T$,C,E-C+l) 
PRINT L$~ 













ON EOF (0) THEN 2506 
INPUT @33:L$ 
PRINT @4l:L$ 
GO TO 2492 
END 
REM**************************************** 































































































CALL "PROMPT",1,500," II 
CALL "TCRLF",1,0,0 






















REM ADD TO END OF TEXT 
REM*********************************** 
PRINT "ADD -" 
INPUT A$ 
IF A$="" THEN 5080 
A$=A$&M$ 
T$=T$&A$ 









6060 IF LEN(L$)<=72 THEN 6150 
6070 A=POS(L$," ",l) 
6080 IF LEN(L$)-A<=72 THEN 6110 
6090 A=POS(L$," ",A+l) 
6100 GO TO 6080 
6110 T$=REP(M$,C+A,0) 
6120 E=C+A 
6130 GOSUB 1530 
6140 GOSUB 1160 
6150 GOSUB 10340 
6160 IF E<LEN(T$) THEN 6050 
6170 RETURN 
10000 REM*********************************** 
10010 REM SUBROUTINES 
10020 REM*********************************** 
10030 REM ========= 
10040 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND FILE 
10050 PRINT "ENTER FILE NUMBER TO ";A$;" -"; 
10060 INPUT F 
10070 FIND F 
10080 RETURN 
10090 REM============ 
10250 REM SUBROUTINE TO MOVE UP 1 LINE 




10290 IF A$=M$ OR C=l THEN 10320 
10300 C=C-1 
10310 GO TO 10280 
10320 RETURN 
10330 REM========= 
10340 REM SUBROUTINE TO MOVE DOWN 1 LINE 






TEKTRONIX TO IBM PROGRAM 
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1 GO TO 900 
4 Dl=l 
5 GO TO 600 
8 GO TO 300 
12 GO TO 400 
16 GO TO 500 
24 A$="PULL" 
25 I=l 
26 GO TO 100 
28 A$="FUEL" 
29 I=2 
30 GO TO 100 
32 A$="RPM" 
33 I =3 
34 GO TO 100 
36 A$="SPEED" 
37 I=4 
38 GO TO 100 
40 A$="SLIP" 
41 I=5 
42 GO TO 100 
44 Dl=O 
45 D2=41 
46 GO TO 600 
48 Dl=O 
49 D2=32 
50 GO TO 600 
60 CALL "TERMIN" 
96 REM************************************** 
97 REM SUBROUTINES 
98 REM*************************************** 
99 REM---------SUBROUTINE TO SET RANGE ON VARIABLES. 
100 IF Sl(I)=O THEN 140 
110 Sl(I)=O 
120 PRINT A$;" HAS BEEN DESELECTED." 
130 RETURN 
140 Sl (I )=l 
150 PRINT "ENTER MINIMUM VALUE OF ";A$;" TO RECALL: "; 
160 INPUT S(I,l) 
170 PRINT "ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE OF ";A$;" TO RECALL: "; 
18 0 INPUT S (I , 2 ) 
190 RETURN 
200 REM----DISPLAY VARIABLE SELECTION STATUS 
210 IF Sl(I)=l THEN 240 
220 PRINT A$;" HAS BEEN DESELECTED." 
230 RETURN 
240 PRINT A$;" MINIMUM= ";S(I,1);" 





298 REM DISPLAY SEARCH PARAMETERS 
299 REM***************************************** 
300 PAGE · 
310 RESTORE 
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320 FOR I=l TO 5 
330 READ A$ 
340 GOSUB 200 
350 NEXT I 
360 PRINT 
370 PRINT "SEARCH PARAMETERS:";S$ 
380 RETURN 
397 REM******************************************* 
398 REM ADD SEARCH PARAMETERS 
399 REM************************* 
400 PRINT "ENTER SEARCH PARAMETER TO ADD:"; 
410 INPUT A$ 
412 IF A$="" THEN 440 




498 REM DELETE SEARCH PARAMETER 
499 REM************************************** 
500 PRINT "ENTER SEARCH PARAMETER TO DELETE:"; 
510 INPUT A$ 
520 X=POS(S$,A$,l) 




598 REM (SEARCH PRINT,TRANSFER,DISPLAY) 
599 REM************************************ 
600 PRINT "ENTER FILE NUMBER TO SEARCH:": 
610 INPUT F 
620 PRINT "INSERT TAPE, HIT RETURN." 
630 INPUT A$ 
640 FIND F 
650 ON EOF (0) THEN 880 





692 IF Sl(I)=O THEN 712 
700 IF X<S(I,l) OR X>S(I,2) THEN 660 
710 L$=L$&B$ 
712 I=I+l 
720 IF !<=5 THEN 680 
730 A$=SEG(A$,31,LEN(A$)-30) 
740 B=l 




780 IF Xl=O THEN 810 
800 L$=L$&C$ 
802 L$=L$&" " 
810 IF B<LEN(A$) THEN 750 
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820 IF Dl=l THEN 850 
830 PRINT @D2:L$ 
840 GO TO 660 
850 PRINT @40:L$ 
860 INPUT %40:A$ 
870 GO TO 660 
880 END 
897 REM**************************************** 
898 REM INITIALIZE 
899 REM**************************************** 
900 DELETE S,Sl 




950 PRINT @32,26:2 
960 SET KEY 
970 FOR I=l TO 5 
980 Sl (I) =l 
990 S(I,l)=-99999 
1000 S(I,2)=99999 
1010 NEXT I 
1020 PRINT @37,0:19,255,255 
1030 PRINT @41,11:1 




































f:::O 12 A4 
A"o1 Oo 
f:D ::::4 !Vl 
(.'i~"} 4 ! 
::=:D 2<:: (''' 
:?D ...:.:- (',£!. 
~:[I :';:~(' Pl! 
::;:D ·;: l {; !.! 













;MONITOR COMMAND •5• BEGINS AT 8000 
LDA #$54 
STf.'1 ~:AJl.12 
;DEFINES INPUT DEVICE ~S TAPE RECORDER 
LDA t\$00 
':C:Tr.1 •H1L! '.::'I 
;DErINES TAPE RECORDER AS RECORDER 1 




:; T(', "' {l''l :3 .1. 
'.::T?"\ '+A(1 :::2 
; DEF" I NE·::: FI u:::r-ll~!"'E {',:::: ·' ,'~('1Af'1A .·· 
.J·~:R ·v:.:r 1 ~r·, 
; ·:;:~TUP r,-1r.: I '·lPl_IT fl'\ID C'ET ·:::YN CHr:R'o.: 
;SETS ~FC0PDCR o~. SEr~o5 
L[IX 1\(1(1 
"1D(•Tf\ ._i:;::e:: 'l"ElnF: 
: LOf',[1·::: (', ~'EX (:H:'.n FRr11"1 Tf1PE P 1JPT': TO (': 1=··-:=:T(\ n 1), X 




; THE'~E r,ri"° ,:;:!:• BYTE:::: F'EF; EXP. U~IIT Lr•x ~~-;;oo 
TRA!~S~ LD~ ~-00,X 
._l:c:R 7~(',I!-(;. 
;crn~VERT TO nscr1, THEN OUTPUT TO TEKTRONIX 
HIX 
cr-x ~!s1:.11 
;64 HEX IS NUM9ER OF LAST VALID DATA BYTE 
Br·!'.:: Tf;::~:N:; 1 
LpX l!!t 70 
:70 HEX IS UJCATION OF FIRST CALIBRATION CON TRANS2 LD~ $00,X 
·-''":": '\'Er,,16 
!CONVERT TO ASCII, THEN OUTPUT TO TEKTRONIX INX 
CPX j\$:~:0 
;80 HEX IS LAST VALID CALIBRATION CONSTANT BN>:: TR:~t--i·::;2 
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~~~ B(H)(l ~ 
t .. _f'r'· ~·~S'! 
r:Tt'' t·A4J. .. -· 
LDr1 ·!7-$00 





·::T (·, ~- ~· ·1- -:=· J. 
·::Tri ~-(.',J;J~::::: 
._1'.;;:!"? ~ :.:c,r::r! 
_•,,.·r:· ~ E :·::s 
LD:'i.'. -i:·('n 
M!"::1f".T{\ !·=:r-· -:.4..:rri·-:·r.: 
·~:T {~ r)(' ~ X 
I""' 
1-·!="·X ~~~-r::D 
r1r-.~~ M~,r·:T{:: ~ 
•-['X ··~-too 
TR~NS1 LDA $00,X 
MONITOR COMMANn '5' BEGINS AT 8000 
DEF!NCS INPUT DEV!CE AS TAPE RECORDER 
DEcINES TAPE RECORDER AS RECORDER l 
DEC!~~s F!LEN0~~ PS ·nA~nn· 
·::r::Tur:· r.cor.: T ~1r:·1_•T (-',~.1r:1 •:'r:::T ·:::Y•·I CHtii::"": 
LC1?·-r.:1·::< ('. ~1~x CL~r-\c: F'~:O~ TA~·~ [' 1.JCFEF~ TC1 f':i:·c._· 
PUTS HEX cHnR TN ZE~o PAGE 
.y:::·i::: ~Ef'\~(,. ; COMVEF:T TO l'i'O:CI I, THEhl OUTF"JT TC• TEf'.T":C>'"I :--: 
I'.tX 
c:r:-Y. ~~~-.~.tt ~ 
Pt-Jr:" TG'.{.;N·:: l 
!_[rX ~~~70 -:. 
T~~~!S2 LD~ ~oo,x 
~0 ~~X IS NUM~ER OF L0ST VALID DAT~ BYTE 
70 HEX IS LOCATION OF FIRST CALIBRATION ~ow 
._1·:::r; ~Er'\L!(,. ~ C•)',1'/~!'n TO A'O:C I I , TH~N OUTPUT TO TEl'.Tr;oN I)'. 
I ~·!X 
c-r-·x ~~~-:::r) ; 
B!'-1E Tri:r\~·1'32 j 
nLL DONE. ~~MP TO MONITOR 
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